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The many-body Problem and, 'in particular, the stUdy of correlated, strongly 
interacting electrons in solids is one of the most fascinating SubjectS in solid state 
physics. [1, 2]. The subject of the present paper is a microscopic many-body theory 
of strongly correlated electron models. A principal importance of .this problem is 
related with the dual· character of electrOns in a wide class of materials (transition 
metal oxides, ·intermediate-valence solids,. heavy. fermions and high-Tc supercon
ductors). The behaviour of electrons in these materials exhibit both:localized and 
delocalized features [3], [4]. Contrary to the wide-band electron systems (like simple 
metals), where the fundamentals are'very well known and the eleCtrons can be rep
resented as only weakly interacting, in these substances the bands are narrow and 
the electrons interact strongly giving rise to complicated spectra and interesting and 
important phenomena like band magnetism, strong effective mass renormalizations 
and superconductivity. 

A vast amount of theoretical searches fqr the suitable description of the strongly 
correlated fermion systems deal with the simplified model Hamiltonians. These 
include as workable patterns single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM) [5] and Hub
bard model (6]. In spite of certain unrealistic simplifications these models exhibit 
the key physical feature: the competition and interplay between kinetic energy (itin
erant) and potential energy (localized) effects (c.f. [7]). A fully consistent theory of 
the quasiparticle dynamics of both models is believed to be crucially important [8] 
for a deeper undershmdingof the true nature of the electronic stateS in the above 
mentioned class of materials. ' · 

ln spite of many .theoretical efforts a. satisfactory solution of the dynamical prob
lem is still missing for the "simple" Anderson/Hubbard model. The famous Bethe
aO:satz -solutions of the Hubbard.model in one dimension determination of the ground 
state and thermodynamic (static) properties (static susceptibility, specific heat etc.). 
But for both models there is not yet an exact solution for the many-body dynamics. 
Therefore, it is still necessary and justified to develop .improved approximations for 
the dynamical properties of the SIAM. . 

The present paper is devOted· tO the development of such an improved ·interpo· 
lating approximation for the dynamical prop~rties of the SIAM. We will show that 
a. self-consistent many-body approxirriation can be formulated which reproduces all 
relevant exactly solvable .limits of the model and interpolates between the strong-
coupling ~nd theweak,coupling.Iimit. · ' · · · · · · · 
. The Hamiltonian of the SIAM can be written in the form . . ' . . . ' . . ' . 

" t " t U " I I . ""( I . · I ( ) H= L-<r,cr,,cr,,+ L-Eoufoufou+2 L.-fo.foufo-ufo-u+V L- cr,,fou+fo.cr,,) 1 
~ d u . ~ 

where ct a:nd JJd are the creation operators for conduction and localized.electrons; 
tk is the conduction electron energy dispersion, Eod is the localized (f-) electron 
energy level and u is the intra-~tomic Coulomb interaction at the impurity site. V 
represents the s - f hybridisation. 
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In connection with the dynamical properties the one-particle Green function is 
the basic quantity to be calculated. The two-time thermodynamic Green Function 
( GF) of the localized electrons is defined by 

G,(t) ~« fo.(t)[Ji,. »~ -iO(t) < [j0,(t),Ji,,)+ > (2) 

We start by considering the equations of motion for the Fourier transformed, frequency
dependent GF: 

(z- Eo.- t.(z)) « fo,[JJ. »,~ 1 + U « fou!Lfo-u[Ji,. », 
~I+ E,(z) « fo,[Ji,. », (3) 

where the latter ·equation defines the one-particle selfenergy E.(z) and 

. t.(z) ~ L [V[' 
k z- fk 

has been used. 
The higher order Green function in Eq.3 fulfills the equation of motion 

(z- Eo.- U) « fo.JLfo-u[Ji,. »,~< JLfo-u > 
+VL(« c.;;;JLJo-.[Ji,. »z ~ « c,;;_,JLJo.[Ji,. », 

k 

+ « cLJoufo-u[Ji,. »,) (4) 

i,From these two exact equations one immediately recovers the two trivial, exactly 
solvable limits of the SIAM, namely 

G,(z) ~ 1- < JL.fo-u > + < JL.fo-u :>, for V ~ O 
z-Eou. z-Eo.-U . 

G.(z) ~ Go(z) ~ E 
1 

to( )'for U ~ 0 
z- ac- z. 

(5) 

We want to develop an "interpolating" solution for the SIAM, i.e. a solution 
which .recovers these two limits, which - in analogy with the "terminology known 
from the Hubbard model- we call "atomic limit" (V ~ 0) and "band limit" (U ~ 0). 
The simplest approximative "interpolating" solution has the form [12, 13): 

G ( ) _ I ----..,,.----7U.,..<:_:J,~i,=;-•.,J,:;:o-~u_:_,> ~ z - + 7 
z- Eo.- t.(z) (z- Eo.- t.(z)- U)(z- E.,- t.(z)) 

~ 1- < JL.fo-• > + < Jci-.fo-• > 
z- Eou t.(z) z- Eou- t.(z)- U 

(6) 
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. This is equivalent. to a sclfcncrgy fulfilling the equation 

. t u·rtr -.. lJ < fo-r1fo-u > _ < JO-r1JO-u > 
E,(z) ~ I- (U- E.(z))G,(z)- 1- U(l- < Ji,"Jo-u >)Go(z) 

(7) 

Obviously, this is just. the analogue of the Hubbard Ill approximation [14) for the 
SlAM. As for the Hubbard modd, however, Fermi liquid properties and the Friedel 
sum rule, which should also hold for the SlAM [15) at least order by order within 
the standard U-pcrturbation theory, are violated within this simple approximation 
(6). 

An approximation, which autornaticaii.Y fulfills these Fermi liquid properties and 
sum rules, is provided by the self consistent seCond order U-perturbation treatment 
(SOPT). Within this weak-coupling expansion up to order U2 the selfenergy is gi\'en 
by 

E.(z) ~ u < !Lfo-a > + ( ~~) 
3 u'l: dE, 1: dr;,l: dE3 

. j(E,)j(li,)(l- j(li3)) +(I- !(8,))(1- j(E,))j(EJ) 
z- 1::1 - E, + E3 

X lrnG,(E1 )/mG_.(E2)/mG_,( E3 ) (8) 

One of the goals of the present paper is to find some way to incorporate this C2 

perturbation theory expansion in the functional structure of the iut.<·rpolating dy
namical solution ·of the SIAM. This means that the approximation we arc looking for 
shall not only fulfill the limits (5), but the approximation for the selfencrgy shall be 
correct up to order U2 perturbationally around the band limit U = 0. On the other 
hand also the atomic limit V ~ 0 shall be fulfilled. This is the case for the SOPT 
around the Hartree-Fock solution [16], but only for the symmct.ric SlAM. For the 
general situation (position of the Fermi level relative to E0 and /~0 + U) a h<'urist.i<· 
semi-empirical approach· for constructing such an approximation has been prcst•ntcd 
for the Anderson model in Ref.[l7) and for the Hubbard model in Rds.[l8, 19);"thc 
latter approximation [18] can also easily be applied t.o the SIAM. Our intention is to 
take into account expansion (8) self-con.sistcntly. Furthermore,. in contrast. to Hf'fs. 
[16, 17, 18] the approximation shall not only fulfill t.he atomic limit\/= 0, but. it 
shall be correct up to order V2 in a strong-coupling expansion around tlH' at.omic 
limit. 

During the last decades several different refined many-body t.echniqm•s ha\"c l>e<'ll 

applied to the SIAM [20)- [38), and many of these approaches are strong-roupling 
treatments around the atomic limit and can be classifit•d a.s being corr<•rt. up t.o 

a certain power in the hybridir.ation V. This is, in part.icular, tnw for t.h<' non
crossing approximation {NCA), which is c:orrC'cl at. lea..'>!. up to order \/"1 and may lw 
considered to h(' t.hc most. successful approximate t.n·at.nwnt. of t.lw SIAl\·1 [21, 22, 
2:1, 24, 1!>, 26, 27]. Tlw NCA t.a.kes int.o an·ount. an infi"uit.e order t"I'SIIIIllliC\I.ion of 
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all non-crossing diagrams within a systematic perturbation treatment with respect 
to the hybridisation V in terms of Goldstone diagrams. Originally this method, 
was formulated for the U - oc SIA:\1, but meanwhile also finite U versions of 
the NCA exist [28, 29]. The NCA fails, however, to correctly reproduce the weak
coupling limit for small U, and Fermi liquid sum rules arc violated. This is still 
true for the even more sophisticated post-NCA developped recently by Anders and 
Grewe (30]. Similar statements can be made for a highe:r·order equation of motion 
decoUpling scheme (31, 32, 33]; it is correct up to order V 2 around the atomic limit 
and has so far been applied only in the limit U - oo, but can easily be extended 
to the case of finite U. But then it is easy to see that it fails to reproduce the 
SOPT of Eq. 8, and - also for infinite U - the Fermi liquid sum rules are violated. 
An alternative advanced many-bOdy approximation was suggested and investigated 
by Neal [34]; this treatment correctly reproduces both limits (.5) and is obviotisly 
(from the structure of the expression for the Green function) a direct, systematic 
improvement of (6) and is correct -!-IP to order vz, but it does not incorporate the 
SOPT (8), too. 

When mentioning the progress aChieved for an understanding of the many-body 
dynamics of the SIAM one shoUld not forget the important numerical results ob
tained by the numerical renormalization group treatment (39] and by quantum 
Monte-Carlo methods [40]. Though a real understanding of the SIAM can only be 
reached within an analytical theory, the available numerical results for the frequency 
dependence Of the spectral function, for instance, are very useful, in particular as 
they allow for a comparison with the results of an analytical approach. 

To construct a suitable approximate solution for the SIAM fulfilling all desired 
propert.ies mentioned above we start frOm the following exact relation (36]: 

<< foulfci. >>i= Go(z) + Go(z)P(z)Go(z) (9) 

P(z_) = U < JLfo-u > +U' <<foufLfo-ulfJ.JLfo-u », {10) . . 

The equation {9) is still exact. To construct a suitable approximation for the higher
order GF (10) We 'consider the equation of motion for 'it: 

(z- Eou- U) << fo,JLfo-u[JJ.JLfo-u >>,=< JLfo-u > 

+VI)« c;;.JLfo-u[JJ.JLfo-u », 
k 

- « fo,cLJo-u[fJ.JLfo-u », + « fo.JLc;;c,JJJ.JLfo-u »,) (11) 

The three higher order Green functions on the right hand side of (11) vanish for 
V = 0 and are in lowest order linear in V. Because of the additional prefactor V in 
( 11) the total cxpresion is of order V2

• To be exact up to order V2 it is, therefore, 
justified to replace these three GF's by their lowest order contribution, which can 
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be easily calculated, either by a further application of the equations of motion or in 
finite order perturbation theory with respect to V. The result is 

t t t v << foufo-uc;;_,Jfoufo-ufo-u >>,= E --
ek- o-o--

X[< Jci.fou > !(<;;)- < Jci.fou > f(E~-u + U)+ < JLfo-u > (1- f(e;;)) 
z- ek- EoO' + Eo-o-

< JLfo-u > [1 - J( <;;)]] + O{VJ) (12) 
z Eoo- U 

t t t v << fouC;; fo-ulfoufo-ufo-u >>,= --E 
-<1 ' €f- 0-0' 

v r (1- < Jci.Jo. >)If(<;;) - J(Eo~. ll + [1 - !( <;;)] < !Lfo-u > 
'" l Z + <;; - Eou - Eo-a - U 

< JLfo-u > [1- !(<;;)]] + O{VJ) (13) 
z-Eo,-U 

<< cL.Joufo-u[fJ.JLfo-u >>, 

= V 2 < JLfo-; > + O{V3) {14) 
(z- Eo.- U)(z- <;;) 

Simply inserting Eqs.(12 - 14) into (11) one would obtain a finite order V 2 

perturbation expansion of the selfenergy ·or one-particle Green function; of course, 
infinite order resummations are desirable to obtain a selfconsistent approximation. 
In general, there are several possibilities to incorpprate selfi:onsistency, but most of 
these possibilitieS lead once more to an approximation being exact up to order V 2 

but not reproducing the weak-coupling limit, i.e. one obtains solutions of a similar 
or equivalent structure as the approximatio.ns of Ref. [32, 34], for instance. As far 
as we can see there is only one way to replace· the -Green functions on the right 
hand side of (11) so that also the SOPT is contained and recovered by the resulting 
expressions, and this approximation reads: 

t t t 1 . << foufo-uc;;_,Jfo.fo-ufo-u >>,= . rt , rt , rt , 
· < JOo-)0<1 >< JOo-)0<1)0-o-J0-<1 > 

(-.!_)3 j_oo dE, j_oo dE, j_oo dEJ [f(EI)- f(EJ)]f(E,)+ f(EJ)[1- f(EI)] 
1r -oo -oo -oo Z - E1 - E2 + E3 

lni << foo-lfJ_O'fo-o-fJO' >>E1+io+ lm << ck-o-lfJo-foo-fJ_O' >>E2 tio+ 

t t < JJ,c,_,JJ.fou > t t 
xlm << fo-ufo.fo,Jfo-u >>E,.;o+ + r.t f, << foufo-ufo-ulfo. >> (15) 

< 00' 00' > 
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and an analogous equation for the GF << fo.cLJo-.IJL.fo-ufJ. >>:. 

« fo.cLJo-ulfLfo-ufJ. »,= ( -~) 
31: dE, 1: dE,1: dEs 

(J(E,)- J(Es))J(E,) + f(Es)(l- f(E,)) 
X 

z-E,-E,+Es 

xlm << fo.lfo-.JL.JJ. >>E,+io+ lm << fo-.IJJ.Jo.JL. >>E,+io+ 
xlm <<. fo-ufo,..JJ.,.[c1_,. >>E3 +i0+ 

. I [ < JLfo-u > _ 1] 
< JJ.Jo.JLfo-u > (1- < JJ.Jo. >) < JJ.fo. >- < JJ.fo.JLfo-u > . 

< fo.JJ.4 fo-• > t t 
..1. -• << ;_ r r_ r r .............. r 1 f:.) 

0 /,t ¥ JUUJU-qJU-<71JUO" _... ,...- \£"} 
1- < OuJOu > 

and 

(z- <;) « c;.JLfo-ulfJ.JLfo-u »,= V « fo.JLfo-ulfJ.JLfo-u », (17) 

In the limit of small U the theorem of Wick can be applied to the equation and 
the standard perturbation theory (8) up to second order in U is reproduced. In 
lowest order in V we insert the atomic Green's function (V = 0) on the right hand 
side of (15 - 17) and we recover (12 - 14). Therefore, these replacements (15 - 17) 
lead to an expression for the selfenergy of the SIAM, which is exact at least up to 
order U2 in a weak coupling expansion and up to order V 2 in a strong coupling ex· 
pansion. The explicit calculations within this treatment are of similar complexity as 
those of selfconsistent SOPT calculations, because similar energy integrals have to 
be evaluated only that the spectral functions of higher order instead of one-particle 
Green functions occur. 

In summary, a new advanced many-body dynamical solution for SIAM has been 
developped, which recovers the exactly solvable limits V = 0 and U = 0 (5) and 
which is even more at least correct up to order V2 in a strong-coupling expansion 
and simultaneously up to order U2 in a weak-coupling expansion. A more detailed 
discussion and consideration of this new approach for the construction of a self
consistent solution for the SIAM as well as results. of numerical calculations will be 
presented elseWhere soon. 
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113)'\Janacb MHOfOl.f3CTH'·IHrul JlHHaMHK3 O.llHOOpH.MeCHOfi:. MO.lleJII:i AH.nepCOH3. 

HCOOJlb30BaJ1CSI MeTO.ll ypasueuHH llBH)KeHHSI .llllff cflyHKUHH fpHHa BbiCWHX OOpj{Jl

KOB~ B paMKax .3TOfO OO.llXOJl3 OOK(Q3H3 803MQ;KHOCTb OOCTpOeHHSI CaMOCOfn3CO· 

BaHHOfO HHTepnomiUHOHHOfO peweHH51, KOTOpoe O,llHOBpeMeHHO BOCnpOH3BO,OHT. 

npH6nHJKeHHe cna6oH CB513H ,llO BTOpOrO riOpMKa no BenW!HHe Kyno-HOBCKOfO 

83aHMOJl,eHCTBi.f51 U H npe.nen CHilbHOH C8513H .0.0 BTOpOro nop51.D.Ka no Be.JlH'-iHHe 

napaMerpa rn6pfu\H3auHH V (H reM CaM hiM npaBHnhHO onHCblsaer aT01-fHhifi npe11en). 

. Pa6oTa BbinonHeHa ~ na6oparopHH reoperHqecK~fi <jJH3HKH HM.H.H.Eoromo6o
sa OIUII1. 
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The many-body quasiparticle dynamics of the single-impurity Anderson Model 
is investigated by· means of the equations of motion for. the· higher-order Green 
functions. It is shown that an interpolating approximation, which simultaneously 
reproduces the weak-coupling limit up to second order in the interaction strength U 
and the strong coupling limit up to second order in the hybridization v (and thus 
also fulfills !he atomic limit) can be fonnulated self-consistently. 
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